The Secondary ELAR program promotes literacy and helps students become independent readers and writers.

**BUNDLE 1:** Literary Texts (1st 9-weeks)

- **Unit 1:** Genre Elements of Literary Texts
- **Unit 2:** Genre Analysis of Literary Texts
- **Unit 3:** Literary Elements in Drama, Poetry, and Traditional stories

**BUNDLE 2:** Informational/Expository (2nd 9-weeks)

- **Unit 4:** Writing the Personal Narrative
- **Unit 5:** Genre Elements and Analysis of Expository texts
- **Unit 6:** Using Mentor texts in Expository writing

**BUNDLE 3:** Connecting Genres (3rd 9-weeks)

- **Unit 7:** Writing the Expository Essay
- **Unit 8:** Persuasive Techniques and Analysis
- **Unit 9:** Expanding the Informational Genres

**BUNDLE 4:** Synthesis/Research (4th 9-weeks)

- **Unit 10:** Analysis of Texts across Literary Genres
- **Unit 11:** Analysis of Text across Informational Genres
- **Unit 12:** The Research Process
- **Unit 13:** Synthesize Texts across Genres & the Writing Application

**Annual Assessments**

- **Fall Semester:**
- **Spring Semester:**
- State Testing